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A Webinar on Blending Creativity In Learning [Bhopal Chapter], was organized on 28th May, 2020.The objective of the 

workshop was to blend  the creativity through varied ways in learning and transform the traditional approach  into most 

creative manner. Dr Priyadarshi and Ms Chitra Subramaniam were moderators of this webinar. Ms Chitra Subramaniam 

highlighted the meaning and significance of creativity. She believes that  Creativity  is a process,a collaborative work of left 

and right brain which leads to speed of thoughts, generate new ideas, originality and flexibility of ideas and thoughts, 

imagination and association are the key words that leads to creativity. With this note she introduced the eminent guests of 

the webinar. 

SESSION BY : MR SAURABH JAITLY   

The main theme of MR SAURABH Sir Session was to discuss about what is creativity? What is learning and Why there is a 

a need to blend these. To make his point more clearly he explained the meaning of creativity by quoted different definitions. 

Learning, a permanent change in behavior and he laid stress on its psychological aspect as well. Creativity, originality and 

initiative are the key components of learning. He explained his points through Bloom’s taxonomy and Edgar dale’s cone of 

learning in comprehensive way. He concluded his session by the words of Confucius “I see and I forget, I hear and I 

remember, I do and I understand”.   

SESSION BY : MS SHEFALI GAUTAM  

 The main theme of MS SHEFALI Madam Session was creativity in classroom. According to her, class is a different war 

zone every day. Every day there is a shift in class dynamics, so there is a need to involve the child in different and interesting 

way daily. Three things, as she pointed to stop teacher of being creative like same old syllabus, same old book and same old 

mindset. She guides in very unique way how to convert these into win-win situation. She suggested few methods to make the 

class more creative everyday like involved reading, interesting explanation, ice breaker activity, avoid line by line 

explanation and so on. Her suggestions and ways will definitely help us to make the learning process more creative and 

understanding.  

 

 

 



 

 

SESSION BY : MS BHUMIKA SINGH      

Arts and sports integrated learning in classroom was the topic of her session. According to her, art integrated learning is 

very essential to train the child to be more expressive, creative and can think out of the box without restricted measures. 

Physical activity get involved the child to generate new ideas and thoughts and make them learn how to complete the task 

within stipulated time. These art and physical activities develop attributes like interest in subjects which is in sync, help 

them to direct their thoughts, become curious, use available resources, and learn teamwork. Execute the plans 

independently and believe in doing. 

SESSION BY : -MS ANAMIKA MAGARDE 

Blended creative assessment and its various strategies, was the main theme of Ms Anamika madam session. She enhanced 

our knowledge by making us aware about digital learning assessment in virtual classroom. Diagnostic method, regular 

monitoring, formative and summative assessment would be the methods of assessment in digital classroom. She adds further 

by guiding us, that how we can implement these tools of assessment through various techniques, plan out activities, with less 

movement and objects, online test with clear cut instruction, group activities like quiz, questionnaire, PPT presentation and 

so on. Clear policy of submission of task or test online should be made to avoid confusion for teachers and students. 

  

SESSION BY   :- Dr BISWAJIT SAHA    

THEME            :  21ST CENTURY SKILLS 

 

This session was started with the introduction of the key Speaker- Dr Biswajit Saha  by moderator  Dr Priyadarshi. 

He began with the challenges, which the teachers are facing now, during COVID pandemic. He laid stress on the significant 

role of regulating body-CBSE, school leaders, teachers and parents in the holistic growth of a child. He urge the teachers 

and school leaders to go through the Manual prepared by the CBSE and make our 

 children capable and independent thinker. He enlightened us about the transformation of traditional approach classroom 

into virtual classroom. Understand the learning outcome and measure the learning outcome was the key points that he laid 

stress upon by explaining that it is a fundamental requirement, if we understand about the concept of learning outcome  

then only transformation of education is possible . 

 

Dr Saha suggested that Communication channel between children, parents and teachers should be friendly and open 

minded. School based assessment at primary, middle and secondary level, especially in Class IX & XI should be replaced 

from traditional strategies and developed  various assessment approaches ,class must be categorized {internally } among 

varied groups based on interpersonal relationship, behaviour, their I Q level and so on. Teachers should change the 

methodology and assessment techniques compulsorily upto 8th standard should be such which enhance their confidence-a 

primary objective of schooling. 

 

He further asked everyone’s  support for: 

 

• Create PODCAST  

• SHIKSHA VANI [regional radio FM should broadcast its programme to minimize digital dependency] 

• Change your curriculum into serial, by writing script and must create audio.[CBSE will extend help for creating 

audios based on curriculum. 

• Vidya daan [required support to create study material] 

• Diksha portal [Make excessive use of it and can be utilized by students also]    

• Fit India movement 

Facebook link: _https://www.facebook.com/100005690204645/videos/1799559830243673/ 

 
It was indeed very informative sessions for us. The distinguished educationist enlightened us through their 

wonderful thoughts and suggestions  and enhances  our knowledge. It was well appreciated by all.  
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